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Identity management magic quadrant 2018

For the second year in a row, Gartner identified IBM as a leader in its Magic Quadrant for Access Management, Worldwide report. We believe this placement provides excellent validation of our leadership in identity and access-as-a-service management (IDaaS) at a time when customers are embracing the cloud as a new consumption
model for enterprise security. In addition, our position on the vision axis indicated a strong understanding of the IDaaS market. IBM was evaluated along with 16 other vendors and positioned as a leader for complete vision and ability to perform. Gartner updated the 2018 report, which was first published in 2017, in response to the
conditions of the 2018 endurage in the access control area. Gartner updates include: diversity of user authentication methods; The growing popularity of suppliers offering access management as a service; and the development of large, established vendors start offering IDaaS delivery models as options. In the report, Gartner says that by
2022, IDaaS will be selecting a delivery model for more than 80 percent of new access management purchases worldwide - up from 50 percent today. Cloud Path Support We believe Gartner's review confirms our vision of holistic, user-friendly identity and access management (IAM) delivered through integrations with critical security
features such as fraud detection, user behavior analysis, and enterprise mobility management. In 2017, we launched Cloud Identity, our new IDaaS born-in-the-cloud offering, specifically designed to support our clients in migrating critical applications to the cloud (often multiple clouds). As organizations continue to accelerate the transition
to the cloud, we believe IBM is uniquely positioned to help our clients strike the right balance between on-premises and cloud-delivered access management features and support them at every step of the way. Gartner is evaluating the determination when evaluating the management of suppliers' access to their ability to perform, Gartner
analyzed product and service, overall viability, sales and price implementation and customer experience, among other criteria. In evaluating suppliers on their complete vision, the company analyzed market understanding, business strategy, innovation and geographic strategy, among other criteria. According to Gartner, leaders in market
access control generally have a significant customer base. They provide sets of features that are appropriate for your customers' current needs. Leaders also demonstrate a strong vision and implementation of anticipated requirements regarding technology, methodology or means of delivery; evidence of how access control plays a role in
the collection of related or adjacent product offerings. Leaders usually demonstrate solid customer satisfaction with overall access management capabilities, and/or related services and support. Gartner is doing extensive research to determine which vendors will be placed in leaders, challengers, visionaries and niche quadrant players in
their reports. This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the whole document. The Gartner document is available on request by IBM. Gartner does not end approve any supplier, product, or service displayed in its research publications and does not
recommend that technology users select only those with the highest ratings or other designations. Gartner's research publications consist of opinions of gartner's research organisation and should not be interpreted as facts. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, in connection with this research, including any warranties of
marketability or fitness for a particular purpose. Cybersecurity technology experts from every subcategory of our vast field are eagerly awaiting the arrival of their Gartner Magic Quadrant report every year. With its own research methodology, Gartner's annual market analysis generated a level of buzz in the tech world only matched by
Apple's major manifestations. Whether it's for Endpoint Security, SIEM, or Identity Reports and Messages, Magic Quadrant is a harbinger of Gartner's premier message for every cybersecurity market. IT administrators, solution architects and cybersecurity experts use Gartner's findings and advice as a critical point for their annual
initiatives and purchasing decisions. Now the new Quadrant Magic is fast approaching. The 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Access Control worldwide is scheduled for release (according to Gartner's official website) june 4-less than a week away.   With the release of a prominent report so close to hand, we here at Solutions Review
wanted to share our predictions about what the report will show as soon as it is available. For the sake of clarity, Gartner defines access control as technologies that use access control engines to provide centralized authentication, single sign-on (SSO), session management, and enforcement of permissions for target applications in cases
of multiple use. Here are our predictions: Will IDaaS matter for access control around the world? Gartner Magic Quadrant for Access Management Worldwide 2018 is only the second such MQ report. Gartner only began tracking access control around the world as a category in 2017. Previously, Gartner Magic Quadrant tracked identity
and access control as a service (IDaaS), which Gartner announced he would no longer do. In our 2017 MQ Access Management MQ analysis, we noted that IDaaS depreciation seemed unusual given that Gartner claimed that IDaaS would serve as a the model of providing new purchases by 2021. Further, Gartner actually criticized three
of their leaders for not lacking IDaaS offerings. However, the ubiquity of IDaaS may explain why Gartner decided to extend the scope to all access control as a field. According to a summary on their MQ 2017 download page, vendors offering the IDaaS option outweigh those that don't. Due to its prevalence, Gartner may see IDaaS as a
standard feature of AM solutions and may therefore want to emphasize additional features as determinants for placement in their Magic Quadrant. Therefore, while we believe IDaaS options will be part of Gartner Magic Quadrant's 2018 review of access control worldwide, where vendors are located, we do not believe it will serve as a
major deciding factor as well as it will be a core expectation in AM services. Instead... Cloud takes precedence in Access Management Worldwide Here at Solution Review, we've written a lot about the cloud, specifically about enterprise cloud adoption and digital transformation. In addition, we explored the challenges of identity
management and cloud access and opportunities for businesses in them. In the previous Access Management Worldwide MQ, we noticed that Gartner itself mentioned the need for contextual access management to meet the demands of a modern IT environment. Contextual access management uses time, location, endpoint information,
such as browser and software characteristics, and ip address to make access decisions as accurately as possible. Most likely, Gartner will evaluate vendors for their contextual access management through how they apply to cloud-based enterprise IT environments. As businesses take on the cloud in greater numbers, the challenges of
the modern IT environment will only become exaggerated due to expanded digital networks and increased endpoints. We anticipate that the way solution providers respond to access management will be key: more specifically, how they deal with a decentralized IT environment and endpoints with consistency and security.   New Names...
And new leaders, too? The identity and access control market is large. That may be a tremendous statement, but it remains true: it's a market that is growing as businesses increasingly recognize the importance of identity in their cybersecurity systems. In mid-2018, we saw huge deals and funding rounds on identity solutions and access
management that have made headlines for cybersecurity over and over again. New names have emerged on the scene, which have already carved out their particular niches.  Therefore, we expect that the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Access Management worldwide will include new names in addition to the original Class 15, which
appeared in 2017 as more retailers reach the minimum market for Gartner's consideration. In addition, there were many innovation announcements in 2018 (including the possibility of introducing IDaaS), which could mean future shifts in the position of Leader and Visionary suppliers.  Will these predictions be met for Gartner's magical
quadrant for access control for 2018 around the world? Only time will tell. We'll definitely break down the report as soon as it comes out on June 4th.  Tagged It's here finally: technology research and analysis firm Gartner, Inc. has released an annual iteration of their Magic Quadrant for Access Control, Global Report 2018. For the
uninitiated, in this report Gartner evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of the 15 access management vendors that he considers most important in the market based on different services and market share criteria. The report then provides readers with a chart of so-called Magic Quadrant-rendering vendors based on completeness and
their ability to perform on their security platform vision. The four quadrant categories are leaders, visionaries, challengers and niche players. Gartner does not end approve any reseller, product, or service displayed in its research publications. This year, 15 vendors selected for the 2018 Magic Quadrant for Access Control, Worldwide
Report are Atos, Auth0, CA Technologies, Centrify, ForgeRock, IBM, i-Sprint Innovations, Micro Focus, Microsoft, Octa, OneLogin, Optimal IdM, Oracle, Ping Identity, and SecureAuth+ Core Security. The magical quadrant for access management for 2018, available here, is only the second iteration of the report. Gartner created this
report, replacing Magic for Identity and Access Management as a Service (IDaaS) in 2017. Yet perhaps contradictoryly, Gartner predicts in this fresh-faced report that by 2022 IDaaS will be selecting a delivery model for more than 80% of new access management solutions purchases. IDaaS accounts for only 50% of deliveries today. In
the solutions overview, we read Magic For Access Management 2018, the Global Report available here, and pull out some of what we consider to be the most important takeaway from the 2017 AM report. Here they are: As Gartner defines Access Control Perhaps not surprising–given how recently they began researching this category–
Gartner has radically changed its definition since the last Magic Quadrant for Access Control, around the world. According to Gartner, access control applies to technologies that use access control engines to provide centralized authentication, single sign-on (SSO), session management, and enforcement of permissions for target
applications in multiple use cases. Gartner still keeps a list of many non-core features that AM solutions may or may not feature, including: Password Reset Identity Identity Synchronization Repository Services 2018 Magic Quadrant for Access Management, Worldwide focuses on authentication technologies, embedded also through
integration with other solutions. Gartner also used its definition to warn against vaulting passwords, if possible, given its inherent risks. New and Missing Friends in Access Management Gartner tossses its Magic Quadrant evaluation criteria, often in response to market changes, every year. Therefore, sometimes sellers who have
appeared in MQ one year may not return to the next. By the same totem, sellers who once didn't make the cut before may find themselves in the lineup. Perhaps thanks to its relative youth, the 2018 Magic Quadrant for Access Control, worldwide has seen very few changes in the solutions providers represented. Auth0 made its first
appearance this year and was the only new retailer included. Meanwhile, Covisint did not make the list this year. According to Gartner, Covisint did not meet the marketing or marketing criteria for all required uses. Again, this does not mean that Covisint is an inadequate solution; this means only that it did not meet the criteria for gartner's
inclusion for this particular report. Where are the Access Management Challengers? According to Gartner, Challengers Quadrant show a strong finish, but perhaps not quite a brand of awareness or completeness of vision as visionaries or leaders. They tend to be more focused on specific platforms or services than general use cases. Yet
in the magical quadrant of 2018 for access control, around the world (available here), Challengers Quadrant remained empty; all vendors were concentrated in the other three quadrants. Does that mean the market is maturing, according to Gartner's estimate? Gartner notes that access management vendors are tailored to support multiple
authentication models and target API services. In 2017, octa, Oracle, Microsoft, IBM, Ping Identity and CA Technologies were the six leaders of the Magic Quadrant for Access Control worldwide. In 2018, almost all leaders have actually returned to Leader Quadrant: Okta has earned praise for its rapid implementation and functionality of
the services, as well as the new LDAP interface. Oracle has been praised for its contextual and adaptive access support and cloud architecture support. Microsoft has been praised for its work on providing interfunctional security features and bundled offerings. IBM's integration capabilities, strong support staff, and support for multiple
access management cases have earned praise. Ping Identity has been picked up for its authentication and authorization support for API goals. Only CA Technologies has not returned to Leaders Quadrant, instead appearing on Quadrant Visionaries. According to Gartner, this is due to the slower rate of customer acquisitions and the
IDaaS Development. However, leaders are not necessarily the ideal choice for any business. Instead, in gartner's definition, they provide sets of features that are appropriate for the current customer usage case needs. IDaaS, IoT, authentication in AM Gartner may be releasing magic quadrant for access control, worldwide (available here)
instead of IDaaS one, but still idaas values high as critical AM capability, hence the forecast above. Gartner notes, however, that the IDaaS system has only recently become capable of schading use and has become widely available. Software deployment is starting to give away IDaaS, especially larger businesses, because it tends to be
better. Access control solutions must also adapt to the ever-growing corporate culture of the IoT. Gartner said that vendors are starting to use the context of the device as part of their approach-decision-making process. One of the challenges that still remains for many suppliers is equipment brokers. Gartner has noticed a significant
dilemma in authentication: an adaptive approach alleviates certain types of attacks and meets the growing demand for convenience, but can't fill compromised passwords or internal password weakness. Gartner still recommends avoiding vaulting passwords and instead pushing his suppliers to support standards-based federations. You
can download and read the entire Gartner 2018 Magic Quadrant for Access Management, worldwide here.     Other sources: Forecast: 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Access Management Worldwide Key Takeaways from Gartner's New 2017 Access Management Magic Quadrant What's Changed: Gartner's 2018 Magic Quadrant for
Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) Comparing the Top Identity and Access Management Solutions The Role of Identity in Digital Transformation Transformation
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